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SÖRBO  MONSTER POLE II
MICROFIT
Item 3389

The new Sörbo 40 foot Monster II Micro Fit pole is manufactured in 7 sections. The top 5 sections are 

assembled with one carriage bolt and wing nut at each section, to prevent the sections from turning. 

The two lower sections are telescopic and are equipped with heavy cast aluminum twist-lock, custom 

designed by Sörbo.  It weighs only 12 Lbs.

NOTE - Each connection joint is Micro Fitted. Be careful not to damage the rim of the pole ends. Once

you put them together, they are tight fitted, making the 40ft Monster II pole the most rigid pole, less 

flexibility then others on the market. 

Did you know?  With the SÖRBO 3x4 Adjustable Squeegee, Sörbo invented in 1989, the first 40 foot 

Sörbo Monster pole on the market for the Window Cleaning professional. It's new design was not like 

the traditional style Christmas tree shape. It's the first of its kind – the newly shaped pole- thin at the 

top and bottom with three 6 foot 1-1/2 inch sections in the middle. Truly a brand new revolutionary 

design by Sörbo! It made the Monster Pole the most popular rigid extension pole on the market. IT'S 

BACK!

TIPS-n-TRICKS: 

Assembling sections 1-2-3 and 6 will give you a 17 to 22 foot pole.

For high pole work, you can couple it with the Sörbo Twin Ledge Angle, #2095 or the 

Ledger™, #8009. For the deep ledges, work on your 22' to 40′ Monster Pole II -MicroFit, 

item# 3389, making it the quickest Squeegee & Washer system – available ALL-IN-ONE! 

>>FLASH BACK >> In 1989, J. Racenstein Co. were the first to distribute the 40-ft pole, and 

Bob Ertel with Marty Racenstein were so amazed to see such an enormous long pole, they 

stated “It's a Monster pole!” There's where the name Sörbo Monster Pole was born.

WARNING!   Keep Pole away from electrical power lines.
Sörbo Products Company cannot be held liable for injuries and/or property damage arising from 
improper use of  its products. 


